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Working on the next big thing in AI

7

Research
areas
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Excellence, diversity and impact

We thoroughly understand the latest AI techniques and application domains. Scientific excellence, engineering ingenuity and the diversity of people and perspectives define the way we work. We are open to collaboration and always strive for real-world impact.
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Industry case studies



-

Upcoming
Events





Get to know our research and meet the people behind it!



Latest news

Explore all news
➔
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[image: ]Stratosphere Lab selected for Google Summer of Code 2024

Our research laboratory focusing on AI and cybersecurity has been accepted into this year's global open-source programming initiative. If you're eager to enhance your coding prowess and tackle real-world challenges, consider applying!

Article


March 4, 2024




Read more
➔
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[image: ]Third Round of the Outstanding Teaching Assistant Award

Outstanding work deserves credit. We want to highlight the extraordinary work of our teachers and put their effort in the spotlight. Each semester, the AI Center will announce the "Outstanding Teaching Assistant Award" which comes with a prize money of 15 000 CZK. The winner will be awarded in April 2024.

Award


March 4, 2024




Read more
➔
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[image: ]Šimon Mandlík Awarded by the Hlávka Foundation

After numerous awards and a hackathon win, our Ph.D. student Šimon Mandlík adds another trophy to his collection! This time, it is the prestigious prize of Josef Hlávka.

Award


February 24, 2024




Read more
➔
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AutoFair (Human-Compatible AI with Guarantees)

Horizon Europe project for fair AI algorithms supported by the EU with 3,8 million Euros. Imperial College London, the Israeli Institute of Technology Technion and the National and Capodistrian University of Athens as well as partners from the industry collaborate on developing explainable and transparent algorithms.


Learn more
➔


Partner up with AIC

We help companies advance their AI technologies through consulting, piloting and contractual research. Joint research lab is one of the possible modes of collaboration which gets us excited the most! 





Become our partner 
➔
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Work with us!

Open positions
➔







[image: Sebastián García]
I am fascinated by the fact that through high-quality security research we are actually protecting civil society.


Sebastián García

Assistant Professor
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Current and recent
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Industry Partners
Current and recent
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Artificial Intelligence Center
Faculty of Electrical Engineering
Czech Technical University in Prague



info@aic.fel.cvut.cz




+420 224 357 337




Charles Square 13
Prague 2
Czech Republic
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